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Around the
Maker Workshop,
Brought to you
by Dremel
By John Edgar Park
Make a Knife from
an Old Saw Blade
Ever since I made my first ninja throwing star in
metal shop class, I’ve always wanted to make my
own knife. But I was put off by the notion of having
to acquire the furnace, anvil, leather apron, and
handlebar mustache requisite for forging a proper
tempered blade. So, instead I decided to make a
utility knife by cutting out a pattern from a circular
saw blade, using my Dremel Rotary Tool.

Materials AND TOOLS
»»7" steel circular saw
blade new, or recycle an
old one
»»Dremel Rotary Tool
with metal cut-off wheel,
aluminum oxide grinding
stone, wire brush, polishing wheel and polishing
compound
»»Drill and 6" drill bit

Directions
Step 1: Draw your knife pattern on a piece of cardboard
(Figure A). Remember, it needs to fit the constraints of your
saw blade. Then cut the pattern out with scissors.

»»Cardboard and pencil
to draw a pattern
»»Permanent marker
»»Scissors
»»Small metal file
»»Clamps
»»Safety goggles
»»Paracord (4') and plastic
cord ends I got both from
countycomm.com

Step 2: Transfer the knife pattern to the blade by tracing around
it with the permanent marker (Figure B).
Step 3: Clamp the saw blade to your workbench (you may want
to put down a piece of scrap plywood first, to avoid cutting into
your bench top). Don your safety goggles. Affix the metal cut-off
wheel to your Dremel. Carefully cut along the marker lines to
extract your knife blank from the saw (Figure C). Remember, let
the Dremel tool do the work, never forcing it or applying pressure.
Use a speed setting of around 35,000 RPM.
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WARNING: It’s always important to use safety goggles
or safety glasses when operating any power tools. This project
involves cutting metal so all caution and common sense should
be used.
Step 4: The knife blank is now ready for some more shaping
and refinement (Figure D). Clamp it securely to your bench
(or put it in a bench vise). Affix the grinding stone wheel to your
tool and begin evening out the knife’s shape (Figure E). I used
a speed setting of about 22,000 RPM.
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WARNING: It’s especially important to make sure that
your metal stock/knife blank is securely fastened to your bench,
vise, or whatever work surface you're fastening it to.
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Step 5: Now it’s time to put an edge on the knife blade. With the
knife clamped in your vise, carefully angle the Dremel’s grinding
wheel and begin grinding a bevel into it (Figure F). This angle can
vary; I chose about 20 degrees and 5" deep. I’m not a machine,
so it’s pretty likely I varied a great deal from my goal.
Once one side is looking good, move to the other side of the
blade until you’re happy with the shape and symmetry (Figure G).
We’ll worry about sharpness later, when the knife is complete.
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Step 6: Switch to the wire wheel in order to clean up the blade
surface (Figure H). This is especially important if you’re using
an old, rusted blade, or want to remove paint from a new blade.
Run the Dremel at a maximum speed of 15,000 RPM.
Step 7: Drill two 6" holes in the handle — one ¼" up from the
bottom and the second ¼" down from the blade's base (Figures
I and J). These will be used to wrap our paracord handle.
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Step 8: Use the file to smooth and debur all the edges of the
knife (Figure K), particularly the handle, where we'll be wrapping
the paracord. You should also smooth out the drill holes.
Step 9: For a more refined finish, use the Dremel polishing wheel
and compound to shine the sides of the blade (Figure L).
Step 10: The knife needs a grip. Here’s how to wrap your paracord around the handle.
First, melt the ends of the paracord with a match or lighter to
prevent fraying. Next, thread the paracord through the top hole,
down the handle length, then back through the bottom hole
(Figure M). Leave a 3" tail of paracord.
Now, wrap the cord from the top down to the base very tightly.
When you reach the base, thread the cord through the base hole
(Figure N). Cut the tails to the same length.
Tie off the two tail pieces, and then melt their tips with a match.
You can add another knot, or use a plastic cord end to finish it off
(Figure O).
Step 11: Your knife is ready ... and awesome! Now you can spend
some more time honing a sharper edge onto it, with either your
Dremel tool or a honing stone. A Dremel 108 engraving cutter
accessory could be used to add a decorative design to the blade
if desired.
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John Edgar Park is the host
of Make: television and a CG
Supervisor at DisneyToon
Studios. Find him online at
jpixl.net.
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